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Abstract: Offshore wind and wave energy potentials are commonly simulated by atmosphere and wave
stand-alone models, in which the Atmosphere–Wave–Ocean (AWO) dynamical coupling processes
are neglected. Based on four experiments (simulated by UU-CM, Uppsala University-Coupled model)
with four different coupling configurations between atmosphere, waves, and ocean, we found that
the simulations of the wind power density (WPD) and wave potential energy (WPE) are sensitive to
the AWO interaction processes over the North and Baltic Seas; in particular, to the atmosphere–ocean
coupling processes. Adding all coupling processes can change more than 25% of the WPE but only
less than 5% of the WPD in four chosen coastal areas. The impact of the AWO coupling processes on
the WPE and WPD changes significantly with the distance off the shoreline, and the influences vary
with regions. From the simulations used in this study, we conclude that the AWO coupling processes
should be considered in the simulation of WPE and WPD.

Keywords: air–sea interaction; waves; wave energy; wind energy; simulations

1. Introduction

In a warming global climate, more extreme weather events are expected to occur, such as super
hurricanes, extreme precipitation events, and flooding. Fossil fuels are one of the major contributors to
greenhouse gas emission. To reduce the greenhouse gas emission, renewable energy sources, such as
wind and wave energy, are future alternatives to fossil fuels. Offshore wind and wave energy have
attracted the attention of the scientific community and the energy industry due to their advantages [1,2].
In recent years, many offshore wind and wave farms have been (or plan to be) built around the world,
in particular in Europe.

A spatio-temporal energy resource assessment is one of the most critical steps before implementing
wave energy converters or constructing wind turbines. The numerical simulation is an important tool
for the energy resource assessment and provides valuable information for the wind/wave farm site
chosen as well as their daily operation. The energy potential of waves and wind is usually simulated
by stand-alone models with the boundary forcing from external data sets [3–6], in which the two-way
interaction processes between the atmosphere, wave, and ocean are neglected. However, many studies
have shown that the Atmosphere–Wave–Ocean (AWO) interaction processes are essential for the wind
and wave simulations [7].

The sea surface roughness, an important factor for atmospheric models, can be significantly
altered by ocean waves. To capture the wave influences, many sea-state-dependent surface roughness
parameterizations have been developed and implemented in atmospheric models [8,9]. Under high
winds, sea spray-induced intensive wave breaking decreases the sea surface effective roughness
length and affects the wind stress [10]. Different from wind waves, swell waves affect the marine
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atmospheric boundary layer to a much higher layer through changing the momentum flux and
atmospheric mixing [9,11–13]. Tuning model parameterizations is a common way to improving model
performance. However, the wave influences cannot be captured by a stand-alone atmospheric model
through tuning model parameterizations [14]. Twenty-three years storms are simulated using an
atmosphere–wave-coupled model, Larsen et al. [15] found that the coupled model improves the wind
simulation considerably when compared with the measurements from five offshore sites around
Denmark, in particular when the mean wind speed at 10 m U10 > 20 m s−1. On the low wind and swell
conditions, the wind simulation is improved when sea-state-dependent wind stress parameterization is
implemented into an atmosphere–wave-coupled system [12]. Based on computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations with a moving mesh that resolves the ocean waves, Kalvig et al. [16] found that the
wind field at the turbine rotor height varies with different wave states. The atmospheric stability is
another important factor when estimating the offshore wind power [17], which is primarily determined
by the air–sea temperature difference. Without the two-way atmosphere–ocean interaction processes, the
marine atmospheric stability altered by the updated sea surface temperature (SST) cannot be captured.

In addition to the wind speed, many other interaction processes can also affect the wave potential
energy (WPE) simulation. In coastal areas, coastal wave reflection alters the directional properties of
coastal sea state [18]. Ocean currents shift the wave frequency through the Doppler effect [19]. In coastal
areas, the complicated current distribution makes the Doppler effect on waves more important for
the simulation of WPE. The sea surface height induced by tide or ocean circulation affects the wave
simulation by changing the coastal water level. The wave–tide interaction impact on the wave and
tide energy has been investigated in a few studies [20,21].

The wave–current interaction alters the SST and currents by changing the upper ocean turbulence [22],
and they indirectly affect the wind and wave energy simulation. Only a fully coupled system can
capture those two-way dynamical interaction processes between different components. The assessment
of the potential of wind and wave energy needs high-resolution simulations with detailed information
about the spatial distribution of the energy potentials. The coupling processes are more important
for the simulation of potential wind and wave energy since the coupling influence is more important
with the increase of model resolution [23]. Many coupled modelling systems have been developed
for studying the impacts of coupling processes on the atmosphere and ocean circulations, such as
Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere–Waves–Sediment Transport (COAWST) [24,25], Uppsala University-Coupled
Model (UU-CM) [7], ALADIN-POM-coupled model [26], the regional coupled prediction system
UKC2 and UKC3 [27,28], etc. Those coupled systems have been applied for studying various
atmospheric/oceanic systems. Compared with uncoupled systems, improved results have been
reported from coupled systems on the simulations of cyclones, extreme winds, dense water formation
events, and etc. [23,29–31].

The importance of AWO interaction processes has attracted the attention of the research community.
However, the impact of those AWO interaction processes on the potential wind and wave energy
simulation are rarely investigated. As summarized by [32], there is still a gap between the knowledge of
science and its application in offshore wind energy simulation. An improved two-way AWO coupling
system is important for the offshore wind and wave energy forecast. In this study, we focus on the
impact of AWO coupling processes on the simulation of wind and wave energy potentials. We try to
answer the question: Is it necessary to consider AWO dynamical interaction processes when simulating wind
and wave energy potentials? The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the coupled model
and the sensitivity experiments, as well as the methods used for estimating wind and wave energy
potentials. The results are presented in Section 3 and discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are
summarized in Section 5.
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2. Method and Experiments

2.1. Energy Potential Parameters

The Wind Power Density (WPD, unit: W m−2) is a parameter for estimating the wind energy at
a location, which is defined as

Pa =
1
2

ρaU3
z , (1)

where Uz is the wind speed at the hub height of a wind turbine (typically 50–120 m), and ρa is the
air density in kg m−3. The output from the model levels is interpolated into the hub height [33,34].
The air density is calculated based on the pressure, humidity, and temperature from the model output.
In this study, we use z = 120 m above the mean sea surface level as an example for analysing the AWO
impact on the WPD.

The WPE (available wave power per meter of wave crest) can be estimated by

Pw = ρwg
∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0
CG( f , θ)F( f , θ)d f dθ, (2)

where ρw is the density of water in kg m−3, f represents the frequency, θ denotes the wave direction,
and F( f , θ) is the wave spectrum density, and the group velocity CG can be calculated by [35]

CG =
1
2

(
1 +

2kd
sinh(2kd)

)
c, (3)

where k represents the wave number, d is the water depth, and c is the wave phase speed. In this
study, the WPE is estimated by Equation (2) using the 2D wave spectrum in each model output step.
The WPE can also be estimated from the integrated parameters when the 2D wave spectrum is not
available [36].

2.2. Numerical Model

The fully coupled model, UU-CM (Uppsala University-Coupled model, [7]), is used in this study.
The UU-CM includes the atmosphere, wave and ocean sub-component models. The three sub-component
models run online at the same time, passing the results to other sub-component models every 30 min.
The coupling variables between the sub-component models are shown in Figure 1. The coupler, OASIS3-
MCT [37], is used for the information exchange between the three sub-components. For detailed
information of the system refer to [7]. In this section, only a summary of the system is given.

2.2.1. WRF

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, which is a three-dimensional non-hydrostatic
atmospheric model [38], is used as the atmospheric component in UU-CM. The wind stress in the WRF
model is estimated by

τa = ρaCd(U10 − u0)|U10 − u0|. (4)

Here, u0 is the surface current, U10 is the mean wind at 10 m above the mean sea surface, and Cd is the
drag coefficient which is estimated by,

Cd =
κ2

ln2(z10/z0)
, (5)
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where κ is von Kármán’s constant, z10 = 10 m and z0 = αcu∗2/g is the air-side surface roughness length.
u∗ and αc are the air-side friction velocity and the Charnock coefficient, respectively. The Charnock
coefficient, αc, in the stand-alone WRF model is estimated by

αc = 0.011 + 0.007×min {max[(U10 − 10)/8, 0], 1.0} . (6)

The domain of the WRF model is shown in Figure 2 with 5 km horizontal resolution and 31 vertical
layers. The ERA-Interim data [39] provides the initial and lateral boundary conditions for the WRF
model every six hours. The ERA-Interim data is a global atmospheric reanalysis data set with a spatial
resolution of about 80 km (T255 spectral) on 60 vertical levels. The data was downloaded from
https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/.

WRF

NEMO WW3

Oasis3-MCT

τx
a : zonal atmospheric wind stress
τy
a : meridional atmospheric wind stress

HSW↓: downward short-wave radiation
HLW↑: upward long-wave radiation
E −P: net water flux

ux
0 : zonal surface current velocity

uy
0 : meridional surface current velocity

SST: sea surface temperature

atmosphere to wave

Ux
10: zonal wind speed at 10m

Uy
10: meridional wind speed at 10m

atmosphere to ocean/ice

ocean to atmosphere

wave to atmosphere

α: Charnock coefficient

wave to ocean

ux
s : zonal surface Stokes drift

uy
s : meridional surface Stokes dirft

Hs: significant wave height
Tm01 : mean wave period
τx
in zonal wave-supported stress
τy
in: meridional wave-supported stress
τx
ds: zonal momentum flux from waves to currents

Φoc: TKE flux from waves to currents

ocean to wave

η : water level

τy
ds: meridional momentum flux from waves to currents

ux
0 : zonal surface current velocity

uy
0 : meridional surface current velocity

Figure 1. The coupling strategy and variables in Uppsala University-Coupled model (UU-CM).

2.2.2. WW3

The WaveWatch-III (WW3) model [40] is a third generation wave model, which is the wave
component of UU-CM. The balance equation for the wave action density spectrum N = F/σ is
expressed as

∂N
∂t

+∇
[
(cg + u)N

]
+∇k · (ckN) =

S
σ

. (7)

Here, σ represents the intrinsic circular frequency. The group velocity is represented as cg, ck is the
spectral advection velocity, k is the wave number, and u is the ocean current. The source term is
donated as S. The Charnock coefficient is calculated using the 2D wave spectra in WW3 [41],

αc =
α̂√

1− τin/τa
(8)

where α̂ = 0.0095 [42], τin is the wave-supported stress calculated from 2D wave spectra [41],

τin = ρwg
∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0

k
ω

Sindω dθ. (9)

https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/
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Here, Sin is the wind input term, and ω is the angular frequency. The air-side stress can be found by
iteratively calculating the roughness length from the modified Charnock coefficient. This is done the
same as the coupling of ECWAM to the atmospheric model (see pp. 122–124 in [43]).

The momentum flux from waves to ocean currents is expressed as,

τds = ρwg
∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0

k
ω

Sds dω dθ. (10)

Here, Sds is the dissipation term. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) injected into the upper ocean
through wave breaking is

Φoc = −ρwg
∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0
Sds dω dθ. (11)

The domain of the wave model is shown in Figure 2 as the colour area with a horizontal resolution
of 2 nautical miles (3.7 km). The colour represents the topographical information for the wave model.
The wave spectrum is discredited into 25 directions and 27 frequencies (from 0.0418 Hz to 0.4114 Hz).
The six-hourly ERA-Interim data provides the boundary of the wave spectrum (27 frequencies and
25 directions) and ice cover information. The ETOPO5 is used to provide bathymetry information.

Figure 2. The domain of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) is shown in the outer box.
The colored area is the domain of Nucleus of European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO) and
WaveWatch-III (WW3), where the color represents the topography information in the wave and ocean
model (unit: m).

2.2.3. NEMO

The ocean component in UU-CM is the Nucleus of European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO)
model [44]. The NEMO model is a 3D-circulation model system. In this study, the physical core engines,
sea–ice dynamics and thermodynamics were activated in the system. The governing equations in
NEMO are expressed as [45],
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Du
Dt

= − 1
ρw
∇p− (us · ∇)u + u× f ẑ + us × f ẑ + Du − gẑ (12)

Dc
Dt

= −us · ∇c + Dc (13)

∂p
∂z

= −ρwg (14)

∇ · u = 0 (15)

∇ · us = 0 (16)

∂η

∂t
= −∇h

∫ z=η

z=−H
(uh + us) dz. (17)

Here, p is the pressure; us is the Stokes drift; g is the gravitational acceleration, and ẑ is the vertical
unit vector; η is the sea-surface height; Du and Dc are the parameterisations of sub-grid scale physical
processes for momentum and tracer equations, respectively.

For stand-alone ocean models, the stress in the ocean-side is assumed to be the same as the air-side
stress, i.e., τoc = τa. The TKE flux injected by wave breaking is estimated by

Φoc = −100ρwu3
∗, (18)

in which, u∗ is the ocean-side friction velocity. The roughness length in ocean models, which is used to
calculate the ocean near surface mixing length, is estimated by

zTKE
0 = max(70, 000× u2

∗/g, 0.02). (19)

In reality, surface waves can redistribute the stress in time and space. Accordingly, the ocean-side
stress in the fully coupled model can be expressed as

τoc = τa − τin − τds, (20)

where τds is the momentum flux from the wave field to mean currents (always negative). τds is
calculated from 2D wave spectra in the wave model. The water-side roughness can be estimated by

zTKE
0 = max(Hs, 0.02) (21)

where Hs is the significant wave height.
The NEMO model has the same domain (the color area shown in Figure 2) and horizontal resolution

(3.7 km) as the WW3 model. The topography data is also the same as the one used in WW3. The Janssen
climatology data [46] provides the temperature and salinity boundary and initial condition for the
NEMO model. The current and sea surface height boundary conditions are provided by the climatology
data of ORAS4 with 1-degree horizontal resolution (downloaded from http://icdc.cen.uni-hamburg.
de/projekte/easy-init/easy-init-ocean.html).

2.3. Experiments

Four experiments with different AWO coupling processes are used to investigate the impact
of coupling processes on the simulation of wind and wave energy potentials. The coupling process
differences in the four experiments are listed in Table 1. All the variable exchange between the different
models are through OASIS3-MCT. In all of the two-way coupling experiments (Exp2, Exp3, and Exp4),
the momentum flux is conservation at the air–sea interface.

• Exp1: Exp1 is the control experiment, which is a one-way coupling experiment between WRF and
WW3 components. The NEMO model is switched off. In this experiment, WW3 receives the wind

http://icdc.cen.uni-hamburg.de/projekte/easy-init/easy-init-ocean.html
http://icdc.cen.uni-hamburg.de/projekte/easy-init/easy-init-ocean.html
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field from WRF. WRF does not get any information from the wave model. In other words, this
experiment is the same as that we run atmosphere and wave stand-alone models separately.

• Exp2: In this experiment, the WRF and WW3 models are used. The difference from Exp1 is that
the Charnock coefficient estimated by WW3 (sea-state-dependent Charnock coefficient) is used in
WRF. In other words, WRF model incorporates the wave information in the simulations. Thus, the
surface fluxes, such as wind stress, heat fluxes, and humidity fluxes, will be altered as a response
to the sea-state-dependent Charnock coefficient. On the wave side, the new wind information
forcing the wave model has indirect wave feedback, and the wave energy simulation is altered
indirectly. The simulation difference between Exp2 and Exp1 is due to the atmosphere–wave
interaction processes.

• Exp3: The WRF, NEMO and WW3 are switched on in this experiment. The differences between
Exp3 and Exp2 are that the atmosphere–ocean coupling processes are included in the system.
The forcing data for NEMO is from the WRF model, which provides wind stress, short and long
wave radiations, and net water flux (see Table 1). The variables that the NEMO model sends
back to the WRF include surface currents and SST. The other settings are the same as in Exp2.
Thus, the WPE and WPD difference between Exp3 and Exp2 is due to the atmosphere–ocean
coupling processes.

• Exp4: The wave–current interactions are activated in Exp4, which include (1) the sea-state-dependent
water-side stress, (2) sea-state-dependent TKE flux, (3) Stokes drift impact on the currents (in terms
of Coriolis–Stokes force and Stokes advection in the momentum and tracer equations), (4) wave
impact on ocean surface TKE roughness length, and (5) ocean current impact on waves. The water
level impact on the wave simulation is also added in this experiment. The water level information
is from NEMO model where the tide impact is also included. The other settings are the same as in
Exp3 (see Table 1 for the details of those processes). Thus, the difference between Exp4 and Exp3
is due to the wave–current interaction processes.

Table 1. The Atmosphere–Wave–Ocean (AWO) interaction processes in the four experiments.

Exp1 Exp2 Exp3 Exp4

Charnock coefficient αc in WRF Equation (6) Equation (8) Equation (8) Equation (8)
Wind forcing for WW3 from WRF from WRF from WRF from WRF
SST ERA-Interim ERA-Interim from NEMO from NEMO
Surface currents in WRF 0 0 from NEMO from NEMO
Forcing data for NEMO × × from WRF from WRF
Stokes drift for NEMO × × 0 from WW3
Wind stress for NEMO × × τoc = τa Equation (20)
TKE flux to NEMO × × Equation (18) Equation (11)
Roughness length in NEMO × × Equation (19) Equation (21)
Currents in WW3 × × 0 from NEMO
Water level × × 0 from NEMO

The mean wind speed and significant wave height in each month during 2010–2019 from ERA5
over the Baltic Sea and the North Sea are shown in Figure 3. There are clear annual patterns with
high wind and wave in winter months and low wind and wave in summer months. In the winter
months, the mean wind speed at 100 m is higher than 10 m s−1 (9 m s−1) in the North Sea (Baltic Sea).
In the summer month, it decreases to smaller than 8 (7) m s−1 in the Baltic Sea and the North Sea.
The mean significant wave height in January and December is twice higher than in July. Thus, two
one-month-long simulations (January and July in 2015) done in [7] are used to investigate the impact
of the AWO coupling on the energy simulation. The two 1-month simulations represent two typical
scenarios in the simulation domain, a cold and windy winter month (January) and a warm and calm
summer month (July). The normalized distribution of U100 and significant wave height in the North
Sea and Baltic Sea in the two months is shown in Figure 4. One can see that the high probability of U100

and significant wave height is in a broader range in January than that in July. In the Baltic Sea, more
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than 50% of the significant wave height is less than 0.6 m. The impact of coupling processes on WPE
and WPD highly depends on the sea state. Thus, those two months (January and July) represent the
AWO impact on the generalized winter and summer months in the simulation domain. The simulation
results have been compared with in situ and remote sensing measurements in [7]. The coupled system
improves the simulation results when compared with the ERA5 reanalysis data and the remote sensing
data. However, it does not have a significant improvement compared with in situ measurements. One
possible reason is that we did not tune the model. The detail of the comparison between measurements
and simulation results refer to [7]. In the following sections, we only focus on the impact of the
coupling processes on the wind and wave energy potential simulations. The 3-hourly instantaneous
variables from the simulations are used for the following analysis.

Figure 3. The average monthly wind speed at 100 m above mean sea surface (a) and significant wave
height (b) during 2010–2019 over the Baltic Sea and North Sea. Only the sea points from ERA5 are used
in the plot.

Figure 4. The normalized distribution of wind (a,b) and wave (c,d) for the North Sea (a,c) and the
Baltic Sea (b,d) in January and July 2015. Data are from ERA5.
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3. Results

3.1. Mean Energy Potentials

The mean WPD and WPE in January and July 2015 are shown in the subplots a and e of Figures 5
and 6, respectively. The energy potentials of wind and waves in January are more than three times
larger than in July in the north part of the North Sea. Generally, the spatial distribution patterns of the
mean WPD in January are similar to that in July, except for the magnitude. However, the highest WPE
areas in July are shifted to the northeast of the North Sea from the southeast of the North Sea. It is
because the wind direction in the North Sea changed from west in January to northwest in July (see
Figure 7a,b). Accordingly, the wind fetch is larger in July than in January, and the highest WPE area is
shifted to the northeast in the North Sea.

Figure 5. Results for wind power density (WPD) from different experiments (columns) and the different
months (rows) where the top row shows results for January and the bottom row for July (2015). Column
1 (a,e) represents the mean WPD from the control experiment Exp1. Column 2 (b,f) the influence of
wave–atmosphere interaction on WPD (normalized, unit %), i.e., Exp2–Exp1. Column 3 (c,g) shows the
effect of adding atmosphere–ocean interaction in the simulations of WPD, i.e., Exp3–Exp2 (normalized, unit
%). Column 4 (d,h) shows the effect of included influence of wave–current interaction when simulating
WPD (normalized, unit %).

The mean WPD varies significantly from the north to south in the Baltic Sea. In January, the mean
WPD in the south Baltic Sea is more than 1900 W m−2 (>2300 W m−2 in most areas of the North Sea),
while in July it is up to 1000 W m−2. Getting near to the coastline, the WPD decreases significantly,
in particular, at the Swedish coast. It is worth noting that the WPD is higher than the other coastal
areas in the Baltic Sea in the two months.

Similar to the WPD, the WPE decreases from north to south in the Baltic Sea. The WPE in the
southwest part of the Baltic Sea is >14 W m−1 in January, while it is >6 W m−1 in July. In the west
part of the North Sea, the WPE is >30 kW m−1 in January, while it is >6 kW m−1 in July. In both the
Baltic Sea and the North Sea, the WPE is generally higher in the east part than in the west part at the
same latitude (Figure 6a,e). The direction of the wind and waves are from southwest to northeast (see
Figure 7). The fetch limits the wave growth in the west coast and leads to the distribution pattern of
the WPE, and it agrees with the climatological simulations presented in [6].
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Figure 6. Results for WPE from the different experiments (columns) and the different months (rows)
where the top row shows results for January and the bottom row for July (2015). Column 1 (a,e) represents
the mean WPE from the control experiment Exp1. Column 2 (b,f) the influence of wave–atmosphere
interaction on WPE (normalized, unit %), i.e., Exp2–Exp1. Column 3 (c,g) shows the effect of adding
atmosphere–ocean interaction in the simulations of WPE, i.e., Exp3–Exp2 (normalized, unit %). Column 4
(d,h) shows the effect of included influence of wave–current interaction when simulating WPE (normalized,
unit %).

Figure 7. The mean wind direction (the top row) and wave direction (the bottom row). Column 1
(a,c) represents the results from Exp1 in January and July in column 2 (b,d). All the direction is the
direction from which it originates (unit: ◦).
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3.2. Impact of Coupling on Mean Energy Potentials

Comparing with Exp1, the atmosphere–wave coupling (Exp2, through implementing the
sea-state-dependent wind stress) increases the WPD up to 2% (50 W m−2) in January, while it reduces
the WPD up to 3% (30 W m−2) in July except some increases in the north part of the Baltic Sea
(Figure 5b,f). Comparing with its influence in the North Sea, the atmosphere–wave coupling has less
influence on the WPD in the Baltic Sea in January. In January, the atmosphere–wave coupling increases
the WPE up to 3% (1 kW m−1) in the most areas of the simulation domain except some decrease in
some Baltic sea coasts (Figure 6b). In July, it reduces the WPE up to 4% (0.2 kW m−1) compared with
Exp1 but some increases in the Gulf of Bothnia and Polish coast areas (Figure 6f).

The atmosphere–ocean coupling processes (mainly through the feedback of SST and currents
on the atmosphere, Exp3–Exp2) have much larger influences on the WPD and WPE than that from
the other coupling processes investigated in this study (see Figures 5 and 6). Comparing with Exp2,
the atmosphere–ocean coupling increases the WPD (less than 5%, 50 W m−2) in most of the simulation
areas except some coastal areas in January (Figure 5c). In July, the atmosphere–ocean coupling increases
the WPD up to 10% (80 W m−2) in most areas away from the coastline. However, it reduces the WPD
in some coastal areas (the east and south coast of the Baltic Sea and the British east coast) in July
(Figure 5g). One needs to note that the impact of atmosphere–ocean coupling on the WPD pattern
is different from its influence on the mean wind speed at 10 m (in general, it reduces the mean
surface wind, which is not shown here, see Figure 4 in [7]). The main reason is that the wind profile
and air density is altered by the ocean-atmosphere coupling associated SST and currents differences.
The changes of wind profile vary with location (see Section 4 for more detailed discussions).

In January, the atmosphere–ocean coupling (Exp3–Exp2) reduces the WPE up to 16% (5 W m−2)
in the centre and west of the North Sea, while in the Baltic Sea it is less than 10% (Figure 6c). In July,
the atmosphere–ocean coupling (Exp3–Exp2) increases the WPE up to 0.5 kW m−1 (10%) in the North
Sea, however, in the centre of the Baltic Sea it reduces the WPE more than 1 kW m−1 (20%) (Figure 6g).
At the Polish coast, it increases the WPE about 1.5 kW m−1 (20%) compared with Exp2 in July.

The wave–current coupling processes have a relative small influence on the WPD in January (less
than 1% difference from Exp3, up to 30 W m−2, see Figure 5d). However, in July, it has a relatively large
influence (with a magnitude of more than 40 W m−2, 4%) on the WPD in the Baltic Sea, but a smaller
influence in the North Sea. The wave–current coupling processes reduce the WPE up to 1.2 kW m−1

(6%) in most of the North Sea (except a significant increase in the south coast of Norway) in January.
In July, the difference (Exp4–Exp3) is less than 0.8 kW m−1 (8%) in the North Sea. In the Baltic Sea, the
wave–current coupling processes have a more significant influence in the coastal areas that the areas
away from the coast (Figure 6d,h).

3.3. Energy Potentials Dependence on the Distance From Coast

In this section and Section 3.4, four chosen areas, i.e., Danish west coast (labeled as A), British east
coast (labeled as B), coastal areas of Lithuania and Latvia (labeled as C), and the Polish coast (labeled
as D) (see the areas with red lines in Figure 2), are used to investigate the energy potentials changes
with the distance off the coastline (hereinafter referred to as L). The AWO coupling processes impact
on the WPD and WPE changes with L is also investigated. The data from all the grid points of the
four chosen areas are used to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the parameters shown in
Figures 8–14.

Figures 8 and 9 show the WPD and WPE changes with L in January (a) and July (b), respectively.
The mean water depth in the four areas is shown as dashed lines in Figure 9. In general, the WPD
increases when L < 20 km for all the four areas in both January and July. In January, the WPD does not
have a significant increasing trend with L for the range L > 20 km except for area A. In July, the WPD
even starts to decrease with the L when L > 50 km for the areas A, C and D (see Figure 8b). The WPD
in area B continues to increase with L in the range L < 120 km, which is different from the other
three areas.
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Figure 8. The WPD as function of the distance from the coast for January (a) and July (b) in the four
chosen areas from Exp1. A, B, C, and D represent the Danish west coast, British east coast, coastal areas
of Lithuania and the Polish coast, respectively (shown in Figure 2). The shaded areas represent the
standard deviation.

Figure 9. The WPE as function of the distance from the coast for January (a) and July (b) in the four
chosen areas from Exp1. The shaded areas represent the standard deviation. The mean water depth
changes with the distance from the coastline are shown as dashed lines.

The WPE increases more quickly with increasing L than that for the WPD. The magnitude of
WPE is nearly doubled in less than 30 km from the coastline in the area A and C (Figure 9). In area
A, the WPE continuously increases with L in January. However, it stops to increase when L > 80 km
in July. In area B (the British east coast), the WPE increases continuously when L < 120 km in both
January and July. In area C, the WPE increases when L < 50 km, and then it starts to decrease with
increasing L. The WPE does not change too much when L > 50 km in area D in January (Figure 9).

3.4. Coupling Influences with the Distance from the Coastline

Close to the coastline, the AWO interaction processes change significantly compared with that
in the open water, which can directly or indirectly affect the WPD and WPE. The relative difference
of WPD and WPE between the experiments with coupling processes (Exp2, Exp3, and Exp4) and the
control experiment (Exp1) are shown in Figures 10 and 11 (WPD) and Figures 12 and 13 (WPE).

The relative difference of WPD between Exp2 and Exp1 (atmosphere–wave coupling influence)
does not have a significant distance-dependent trend except in area C in January (the influence
decreases with L for L < 40 km). For the WPE, the atmosphere–wave coupling increases (decreases)
the WPE in all the four areas in January (July). The relative difference increases with L when L < 10 km
in the area A and C in January.
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Figure 10. The relative difference of WPD between the sensitivity experiments (i.e., Exp2, Exp3, and
Exp4) and Exp1 for the four chosen areas: (a) A, (b) B, (c) C and (d) D in January 2015. The shaded
areas represent the standard deviation.

Figure 11. The relative difference of WPD between the sensitivity experiments (i.e., Exp2, Exp3, and
Exp4) and Exp1 for the four chosen areas: (a) A, (b) B, (c) C and (d) D in July 2015. The shaded areas
represent the standard deviation.

The influence of atmosphere–ocean coupling (Exp3) has a significant L dependent pattern in
the simulation of the WPD and WPE in both January and July (Figures 10–13). The pattern varies
with areas and seasons. The atmosphere–ocean coupling impact on the WPE is more sensitive to the
distance away from the coast than that for the WPD. This is because that the WPE can be affected by
the ocean currents, which are significantly altered by the coastal topography.
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In January, the relative difference of the WPD between Exp3 and Exp1 decreases from 2% to
0.5% with increasing L when L < 70 km in the area C and then it starts to increase with increasing L.
In area D, the relative difference of the WPD between Exp3 and Exp1 decreases from 1.5% to 0.5% for
L < 20 km, and it increases with L when 20 < L < 80 km in January. In contrast, the absolute relative
difference increases with L when L < 30 km in area C in July. In July, the relative difference between
Exp3 and Exp1 decreases from 4% to 0.5% in the range L < 40 km in area A, while in area B it increases
from 0.4% to 3.5%.

The atmosphere–ocean coupling decreases the WPE in January except for the area D when L <

40 km. However, it increases the WPE in July for area A, B, and D (L < 60 km). The relative difference
of WPE between Exp3 and Exp1 could be more than 15%, for example, the area D with L < 10 km in
July (see Figure 13d). In area A, the magnitude of the relative difference of the WPE between Exp3
and Exp1 decreases when L < 40 km and then it starts to increase when L > 40 km in both January
and July (Figures 12a and 13a). In the other three areas (B, C, and D), the relative difference of the
WPE between Exp3 and Exp1 depends on L and varies significantly with location. This indicates that
the SST, as well as the sea surface current from the NEMO model, may substantially differ from the
one from the ERA-Interim. Those differences lead to a significant change in the wind speed at 10 m
(Figure 4 in [7]). One can see that it even shifts the increasing trend of the WPE to a decreasing trend
when L = 40 (L = 60) km in January (July) in area D.

Compared with Exp3, adding the wave–current interaction processes (Exp4) has a slight influence
(less than 1%) on the WPD, except in area C during July (Figure 11c). However, the relative difference
of WPE between Exp3 and Exp1 is reduced up to 10% in the near-shore region of area B when adding
the wave–current interaction in January (Figure 12b). When all the AWO coupling processes are added,
they can change the simulation of the WPE more than 25% (area C in July); however, they only change
the WPD less than 4%.

Figure 12. The relative difference of WPE between sensitivity experiments (i.e., Exp2, Exp3, and Exp4)
and Exp1 for the four chosen areas: A (a), (b) B, (c) C and (d) D in January 2015. The shaded areas
represent the standard deviation. The black solid lines represent the water depth changes with distance
from the coastline.
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Figure 13. The relative difference of WPE between sensitivity experiments (i.e., Exp2, Exp3, and Exp4) and
Exp1 for the four chosen areas: A (a), (b) B, (c) C and (d) D in July 2015. The shaded ares represent the
standard deviation. The black solid lines represent the water depth changes with distance from the coastline.

Figure 14. The mean wind profile in January from Exp2 and Exp3 at the four chosen areas: (a) A, (b) B,
(c) C and (d) D. The insert plots show in the wind profile below 50 m.
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4. Discussion

The atmosphere, waves, and ocean are a dynamical coupled system. However, the simulation
and forecast of wind and wave potential energy are mainly based on stand-alone atmosphere or wave
models. Thus, it may introduce some uncertainties in the simulation results because the dynamical
coupling processes in stand-alone models are neglected. Therefore, it is worth to investigate whether
the coupling processes should be considered when simulating wind and wave energy potentials. Most
of the existing wind farms are located within 10 km offshore. Due to the dramatic increase of the wind
and wave resource in the further away from the shore, new wind farms are planned to be up to 80 km
further offshore [47]. Thus, the influence of OWA interaction on the energy simulation in different
areas away from coastline is also an important factor when estimating the ROI (Return On Investment)
of wind/wave farms.

4.1. Sea-State-Dependent Stress

The atmosphere–wave coupling impact on the atmosphere is implemented through a sea-state-
dependent Charnock coefficient estimated by the WW3 model. The coupling associated sea surface
roughness alters the surface wind and air density. It generally increases the surface wind in
January because the Charnock coefficient (or the roughness length) is smaller than that from the
stand-alone atmosphere model under high wind conditions (not shown here). During moderate
winds, the Charnock coefficient from WW3 is larger than that from the stand-alone WRF, which leads
to a slightly lower WPD in July. The interaction between waves and the ocean topography could
significantly enhance the wave breaking in coastal areas, and it changes the wind stress. This is one
reason that the atmosphere–wave coupling impact on the WPD is different in the coastal areas than
that in the other areas (see Figures 10–13).

In this study, the wind stress is estimated based on the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory (MOST)
using the sea-state-dependent roughness length (Charnock coefficient). However, measurements
and numerical simulations [48,49] have indicated that the MOST is invalid under swell conditions
(Cp/U10 > 1.2, where Cp is the peak phase speed of waves, and U10 is the mean wind speed at
10 m). The logarithmic wind profile is one assumption in nearly all atmospheric models. However,
a swell-induced low-level wind jet, occurring in the surface layer, has been observed and simulated
in previous studies [48,50,51]. Accordingly, the low-level wind jet induced by swell can significantly
alter the calculation of the WPD. However, the wind profile modified by swell cannot be captured in
traditional atmospheric models. Based on a hybrid numerical model (LES coupled with high-order
spectral-wave simulations), Xiao et al. [52] found that swell introduces a periodic oscillation in the
extracted WPD from a fixed turbine, and it has much larger influences on the floating turbine case.
The produced power and the tangential forces on the rotor blades can be altered by ocean waves [16].
Thus, the surface wave impact on the wind profile needs to be investigated in a further study when
mapping the WPD over coastal areas.

4.2. Feedback from SST and Current Coupling

Comparing with the SST from the ERA-Interim (Exp1), the SST from the ocean model has
a much higher resolution which can capture many fine SST structure, especially in coastal areas. For
example, the ocean model captures the coastal upwelling associated lower SST which stabilizes the
surface atmosphere. Accordingly, it changes the surface wind, air density, as well as the surface wind
profile [45,53]. The oceanic thermal feedback to the atmosphere slackens of the wind toward the
coast within coastal upwelling regions [54]. Besides, the horizontal SST gradients caused by these
coupling processes can change the large scale atmospheric dynamics, which can affect not only the
surface wind speed but also the entire marine atmospheric boundary layer. As shown in Figure 14,
the atmosphere–ocean coupling decreases the wind speed close to the surface while it increases the
wind speed at 120 m in area A, B, and C. The influence on the mean wind profile in area D is very
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small. This can explain that the atmosphere–ocean coupling processes reduces the wind speed at 10 m
(Figure 4 in [7]) and the WPE (Figure 6), but increases the WPD (Figure 5).

The current’s feedback to the atmosphere increases/decreases the wind stress when the direction of
the wind and current align/oppose with each other. Recent studies indicate that the current’s feedback
to the atmosphere act as a sink for ocean energy at the submesoscale currents and as a source for
atmospheric energy related to the Ekman pumping induced by currents [55]. In coastal areas, the current
direction can be significantly shifted away from the mean wind direction due to the influence of the
topography and the shape variation of the coastline. Accordingly, the coupling processes can have an
even more complex impact on the wind and wave simulations when approaching the coast.

4.3. Wave–Current Coupling Influence

The wave impact on the ocean circulation processes implemented in the coupled system includes
the sea-state-dependent wind stress and TKE flux, Coriolis–Stokes force, Stokes advection, and wave
impact on the TKE roughness length. Those processes alter the upper ocean mixing, SST, and the sea
surface current. Accordingly, they can indirectly affect the WPD (through changing the wind speed
and air density) and WPE.

Due to the modulation of the current, the wave height will increase (decrease) when the wave and
current are in the opposite (same) direction [56]. The wave frequency can be shifted by the currents
through the Doppler effect. Besides, the wave bottom friction coefficient will be increased due to
current influences [57]. The changes of the wave spectrum will consequently impact on the wind stress
through the sea-state-dependent Charnock coefficient. Due to the indirect influences on the wind
speed, the wave–current coupling has a more significant impact on the WPE than that on WPD (see
Figures 5 and 6).

4.4. Resolution Influences

The horizontal resolution used in this study is relatively coarse (5 km in the atmosphere model
and 3.7 km in the wave and ocean models). Some high-resolution AWO coupling processes may not
be captured, e.g., submesoscale air–sea interaction processes [58,59]. However, since the aim of this
study is to investigate whether the AWO coupling processes are critical when simulating wave and
wind energy potentials, these simulations can still qualitatively capture the coupling influences on the
WPE and WPD. In further studies, a higher resolution AWO-coupled model is needed to investigate
the submesoscale coupling processes impact on the WPD and WPE.

4.5. Wind Direction Influences

The AWO coupling impact on the WPE and WPD varies with the wind direction due to the
difference of fetch and topography. Comparing with the offshore wind, the onshore wind produces
larger waves due to a larger wave fetch. Accordingly, the rougher sea surface increases wind stress and
reduces the coastal WPE. Besides, the AWO coupling has a more significant influence on the coastal
WPD and WPE during the onshore wind since the wind flow has a memory of the air–sea interaction
processes over the open water. During the two one-month simulations in this study, the wind direction
does not vary significantly, and we do not have enough data for analyzing the AWO impact on the
WPE and WPD under different wind direction at a specific location.

5. Conclusions

The impact of the AWO coupling processes on the simulation of wind and wave energy potentials
is investigated in this study using a fully AWO coupled model. The implemented coupling processes
in the model include the sea-state-dependent stress and TKE flux, the Stokes impact on the ocean in
terms of Coriolis–Stokes force and Stokes advection, SST and current feedback to the atmosphere, and
others. Instead of investigating the statistical characteristics of the energy potentials, here, we focus
on the influence of those processes on the simulation of the wind and wave energy potentials. Thus,
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two one-month long (January and July) simulations are used to study the influences of the coupling
processes on the simulation of energy potentials.

In general, the WPD and WPE increase with the increasing of the distance from the coastline.
The increasing trend varies with location and season. In some areas, it even decreases slightly when
the distance to the coastline is more than 60 km.

The atmosphere–ocean coupling has more significant influences on the WPD and WPE than that
from atmosphere–wave and wave–ocean coupling processes. The atmosphere–ocean coupling can
significantly change the wind profile through the atmospheric stability difference caused by the SST.
Thus, the atmosphere–ocean coupling impact on the U10 is different from its impact on the WPD.
The atmosphere–wave–ocean coupling alters less than 5% of the simulation of WPD in the four chosen
areas. However, their influence on the WPE can be more than 25%.

The impact of AWO coupling on the WPD and WPE largely depends on the distance away from
the coastline, especially for the WPE. It varies with location and season. In some areas, the relative
difference of WPE between the experiments with and without AWO coupling can be up to 5% in 10 km
(see Figure 13c).

Overall, the simulation results show that the AWO coupling effect bears significant influence in
simulating the WPD and WPE. This influence depends remarkably on the distance from the coastline.
Thus, the AWO coupling processes need to be considered in the simulations of the WPD and WPE.
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